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Precise centrality determination is a key in a lot of studies 
dedicated to search for the critical point of strongly interacting 
matter.
Typical measures of centrality:
• impact parameter (unaccessible experimentally)
• number of nucleon participants 
and their experimental proxies:
• forward energy
• multiplicity in a limited kinematic acceptance
In this work we investigate possibility to increase resolution capacity 
of forward energy detector of NA61/SHINE experiment [1] by 
means of machine learning techniques. Previously, this study has 
been performed for simulated Li+Be reaction [2] and for 
calorimeters with a beam hole [3]. In this contribution Ar+Sc 
collisions at 150A GeV/c simulated in EPOS1.99 model [4] are 
considered.

Four most significant principal components illustrate the major role of 
small central modules with a ring of closest large modules .

Multiple machine learning techniques have been applied to 
improve centrality selection in Ar+Sc collisions using energy 
deposition in forward hadronic calorimeter as a feature.
All tested methods do not increase significantly precision of 
event selection in comparison to traditional cut based approach 
and indicate the importance of central modules in this 
procedure.

 16 central 10*10 cm2; 28 peripheral 20*20 cm2 
 10 sections in deep
 potentially 440 features
 similar structure of calorimeters in BM@N, CBM, MPD (no beam 
hole)

Cut-based centrality selection:
Energy deposition in 20 modules [5]
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To understand significance of different modules we performed 
principal component analysis for a set of all 44 modules:

Centrality selection in Ar+Sc collisions
Projectile Spectator Detector
Due to the diÄerences in magnetic field and PSD position for various
energies, diÄerent set of modules is chosen to calculate the EF :

13 AGeV/c 19 AGeV/c 30 AGeV/c

40 AGeV/c 75 AGeV/c 150 AGeV/c

The module sets are chosen on the basis of corelations between energy
and multiplicity for each module.
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For 6% most central:

A number of classifying machine learning algorithms has been trained 
to distinguish between central and peripheral Ar+Sc collisions

Classifiers based on 44 features do not 
increase precision for a given recall 
(TPR) in comparison to cut based
Introduction of charged hadron 
multiplicity as the 45th feature allows to 
increase precision by ~1%.

Shapley values [6] of features estimated 
for Keras sequential convoluted neural 
network once again indicate significant 
role of central modules.

Feature importance

Symbolic classifier
Gplearn package [7] commonly used in genetic programming allows 
to perform symbolic classification. The idea of algorithm is fitting data 
with random functions of input features constructed using selected set 
of mathematical operators.
Symbolic classifier has been applied to this dataset with principal 
components as input features.
Optimal classifying function was found to be 

 with TPR=0.93, FPR=0.01, Prec=0.8313 ⋅ PC0 − PC1 − 24.027

Shapley values for single events classified as peripheral (left) and 
central (right). For both events the dominating feature is module 6.
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